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Organisational Chart

Director
Marc Lachaise

Internal Audit Capability
Pierre Pradal

ITER Programme (ITER-P)
Leonardo Biagioni*
Juan Knaster
(EU-DA Representative)*

ITER Delivery (ITER-D)
Pierre-Yves Chaffard*

Broader Approach Programme & Delivery (BA)
Susana Clement*

Project Management (PM)
Neil Collings

Commercial (COM)
Neil Collings* (CFO)

Administration (ADMIN)
Alessia Vecchio

Office of the Chief Engineer
Stefania Pugig

Site, Buildings and Power Supplies
Laurent Schmieder

Division 1
- Diagnostics
- Glenn Counsell
- Magnet Design
- Enrico Vizio*
- Remote Handling
- Carlo Damiani
- Vacuum Vessel
- Boris Bellesia*

Division 2
- Engineering
- Pierre-Yves Chaffard
- Cryoplant & Fuel Cycle
- Marc Simon
- Heating & Current Drive
- Marcel Simon
- In Vessel
- Paula Cortina Harghi

TBMM & Materials Development
Marco Ferraro*

IFMIF
- Hervé Dzitko

JT-60SA
- Guy Phillips

Nuclear Safety
- Jean-Michel Mure

Project Performance Management
- Esther Barboza Solo

Quality Assurance
- Vladimir Meignan

Accounting Officer
- Roberto Abad

Internal Audit Capability
Pierre Pradal

Communication
- Ioan Chuchipeanu

Digital Transformation
- Isacco Ianella

Health & Corporate Services
- Sandra Cerera*
- Omer Naredo

Legal Service
- Radislav Hanak

People & Culture
- Herald Alkabade-Taylor

Process and Organisational Improvement
- Diego Rodriguez*
- Vincenzo Esposito

Legend

Department
Division
Unit
Statutory Function also reporting to Governing Board

* Acting

Note: This chart is compliant with the basic organisational structure approved by the Governing Board on 1 October 2016 (IDM Ref.: F4E_D_25W6Y7) and shows management functions in the meaning of the Implementing Rule on Middle Management Staff adopted by the Administration and Management Committee on 13 June 2018 (IDM Ref. F4E_D_2CB4K5) as well as statutory functions that report to the Governing Board.